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(Please give this sheet to your florist) 
 

(This page can be removed from your handbook and given to your florist) 

Flowers 
The use of flowers and plants should enhance the liturgical celebration and not detract from the 
primary symbol of the marriage, the bride and groom.  Numbers 1, 2 and 3 are based upon the 
principles of the U. S. Bishops’ document EACW. 

1) “Real flowers, plants, and trees are particularly apt for the decoration of liturgical space, since 
they are part of nature, always discreet in their message and never cheap or tawdry.”  (EACW, 
#102) 

2) “Floral decoration should never impede any of the ritual movement and action, but there are 
places in most liturgical spaces where floral decoration is appropriate and where it can be 
enhancing.” (EACW, #102) 

3) “The whole space is to be considered the arena of decoration, not merely the sanctuary.” 
(EACW, 3102)  

4) There are twelve pews on the center aisle. Only padded pew holders or ribbon are allowed to 
attach flowers or bows. 

5) During the Christmas and Easter seasons the worship space will already be beautifully 
decorated with flowers and plants as befits the liturgical observance.  Thus, the need for 
wedding flowers will be limited. 

6) Seasonal flowers and other items of decoration in the church may not be removed or 
rearranged. 

7) Various ferns such as springeri or plumose shed should be avoided.  Good choices are English 
ivy, garden ivy, Italian ruskus, camellia, boxwood, leather leaf, galax leaves or any non-
shedding greenery. 

8) Aisle runners are not permitted at Ascension as they can easily slide on the tile and cause 
injury. 

9) Large decorative archways are not permitted. 

10) Flower girls are permitted to drop silk petals only, as real petals stain the tile.  

11) Wagons for flower girls or ring bearers are not permitted at Ascension.    
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Candles and Candelabra 

1) Rented candelabra are permitted for use down the center aisle, however, for safety reasons; 
candles must be encased in glass.   

2) The florist or a member of the family must remove rented candelabra from the church 
immediately after the ceremony.  (Note: the parish is not responsible for rented candelabra.) 

3) If needed, the parish will provide additional candles for the altar. Only Ascension candles are 
permitted on the altar. 

4) Placement is usually immediately to each side of the altar table however other placement is 
possible at the discretion of the wedding assistant.  

 

Additional Items of Consideration 

1) Aisle runners are not permitted at Ascension as they can easily slide on the tile and cause 
injury. 

2) Large decorative archways are not permitted. 
 

General Wedding Information 
With the rare exception when we have two weddings in one day, one and one half hours is 
guaranteed prior to the service for set up of flowers. We welcome any floral arrangements you wish 
to leave in the church after the celebration of the wedding. We also respect the plans of the family to 
take these arrangements to the reception hall. 
 
If there are last minute questions, please consult the wedding assistant before the wedding.

Important Contact Information 
Find us here:  
CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION 
9510 W 127TH STREET 
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66213 

913-681-3348 
kcascension.org or kcascension.org/marriage 

 

Parish Priests:  
FR. GARY PENNINGS, Pastor  

Appointments scheduled through Cathy Weiser: 
913-681-3348; cweiser@kcascension.org 

Direct contact if needed:  
913-681-3348, x137; frgary@kcascension.org 

 
FR. VIET NGUYEN, Associate Pastor 

913-681-3348, x138; frviet@kcascension.org 
 

Parish Staff Contacts:  
KAREN NEWKIRK, Marriage Prep Coordinator 

913-681-3348, x142; knewkirk@kcascension.org 
 
DOROTHY BRANDWEIN, Music Director 

913-681-3348, x154; dbrandwein@kcascension.org 
 

TRICIA BALDWIN, Wedding Liturgy Coordinator 
913-742-0038; tbaldwin@acseagles.org 

 
FRAN ESPOSITO, Wedding Liturgy Coordinator 

913-575-0655; ftespo@hotmail.com 

  

 

 


